Aliens at School
By Jocelyn Craven
Characters:
Pukey
Mia
Nick
Will
Amber
Scene 1:
(At night on the baseball field. At rise, aliens come out of portal)
PUKEY: (Inhales) At last we have found earth. What thing are we going
to do here? (Walks around, grabs trash can)
MIA: (Slaps PUKEY) Stop it, we are only here to find our portal, don't get
used to it.
NICK: To pass as humans, we must try out for baseball.
Scene 2
(Amber and Will at school)
WILL: (Walking with AMBER) Look! (Points to aliens) What are those
kids doing with their lockers?
AMBER: Maybe they've never had lockers before.
WILL: (Shakes head) I don't now, what if they're not from this planet?
AMBER: They're probably just really weird.
Scene 3
(Sidewalk. AMBER and WILL are following aliens)
MIA: Are they still following us?

NICK: Yes, they are.
PUKEY: Oh, they are. I just changed shapes.
MIA/ NICK: Pukey, no!
MIA: Are you really that dumb?
PUKEY: Yes, I am.
(Portal falls out of MIA's pocket. She keeps walking.)
Scene 4
(School)
WILL: Look! They're doing it again! (Looks at aliens)
AMBER: It is strange that they haven't figured out lockers yet. They're
coming over here!
MIA: Hi! We're new here, who are you?
NICK: Yeah, how are you?
WILL: I'm Will, and this is Amber.
PUKEY: I'm Pukey, this is Mia and Nick. We are aliens and we are going
to destroy Earth.
MIA: Don't mind him, he's just a weirdo.
WILL: I told you they're not normal.
Scene 5
(Sidewalk. AMBER and WILL are walking. WILL sees something shiny and
picks it up)
WILL: Woah, what is this?
AMBER: It looks like a piece of a beyblade.

WILL: What if it's a portal that belongs to those alien kids and they come
to destroy earth like that weird one said!?
AMBER: It is not a portal, those kids are not aliens, they are just really
weird, okay?
WILL: Okay.
Scene 6
(AMBER walking dog on sidewalk.)
AMBER: Come on Harry, quit sniffing that!
(HARRY moves and AMBER sees something shiny and picks it up)
AMBER: Maybe will was right.
Scene 7
(WILL's house)
AMBER: Sorry I came so late, but I think you're right.
WILL: About the aliens?
AMBER: Yes.
WILL: We need to put the pieces together.
(AMBER and WILL put pieces together, faint glow, nothing happens)
WILL: Well, that was boring.
AMBER: We have to find the aliens!
Scene 8
(Aliens lair)
AMBER: Why would their lair be the locker room at the baseball field?

WILL: Didn't you see the big impression in the field? This is where they
first landed!
AMBER: Don't be so loud, they'llMIA: Well, well, well.
PUKEY: Hey! We found em!
NICK: (Slaps PUKEY) Duh!
AMBER: You'll never get away with this!
MIA: (Snaps fingers) But I already have.
Scene 9
(Alien lair. PUKEY and NICK grab AMBER and WILL and throw them in a
cage)
AMBER: Ah! (Throws herself against bars trying to get out) Ouch!!
To be continued…

